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This article unfortunately contains a mistake. The quote on page 377 of
this article from a text by Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen (1999) is incorrect.

On this page, Kim Beswick wrote:

Consistent with Freudenthal’s (1968) view, Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen (1999)
explained that problem solving in RME is focussed on helping students to
mathematise and with the aim of developing mathematical concepts. Suitable
problems “should be unambiguous; should provide students with all the data needed;
should only have one correct answer, and so on.” (p. 142)

Later in the paper, on page 383, Beswick again explained that in Realistic
Mathematics Education

[…] context problems should be unambiguous, provide all needed data, have one
correct answer (at least when used for assessment) […].

This is completely the opposite of what Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen has
argued for in several publications (e.g. Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen &
Becker, 2003) and says in her text on page 142 in Van den Heuvel-
Panhuizen (1999):

Psychometric-based testing can never be a complete model for didactical assessment.
Developing didactical assessment problems implies ignoring a number of traditional
requirements for assessment problems and dispelling a number of misconceptions about
mathematical problems which have long determined assessment, namely that assessment
problems:

� should be unambiguous;
� should provide students with all the data needed;
� should only have one correct answer, and so on.

The online version of the original article can be found at doi:10.1007/s10763-010-9270-z.
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